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Abstract
The contradiction between supply and demand of China's health resources has become increasingly prominent under the strategic requirement of “High-
quality public health development”. Especially in the context of accelerated population aging and changes in the disease spectrum, chronic diseases and
other health issues are increasingly concerned. The government, as the main supplier, have to solve the outstanding con�icts of imbalance in resource
allocation in the region. Our study aims to analyze inequalities in the utilization behavior of basic public health services for chronic diseases, to explore the
in�uence of both supply and demand elements, and to assess whether the balanced allocation of resources at different levels within a region can
contribute to equalization of basic public health services. This study collected the health insurance swipe records of diabetic patients in S city, and
visualizes the supply and demand of medical resources on a map. Secondly, we construct a heterogeneous graph neural network(GNN) of hospital-patient
medical resource utilization to explore the combinatorial effects of unequal utilization. Finally, we predict the changes in patients' behavior after two supply
optimization means of improving the service quality of primary care institutions and sinking of high-quality medical resources. The analysis shows that
the utilization of regional healthcare resources is also in�uenced by the center-edge supply structure, and the concentration of high-quality resources in
urban centers not only squeezes the utilization space of primary hospitals, but also causes di�culties in access to high-quality resources for patients in
shortage areas, which results in an unreasonable trend of patient mobility. We predict that a balanced allocation of medical resources at all levels in the
region will signi�cantly reduce the need for chronic disease patients to seek high-quality medical resources over long distances, but the siphoning effect of
regional medical centers still remains. The policy should further continue to increase the investment in primary health institutions while improving the
radiation range of regional medical centers, and establish “close medical associations” to achieve equalization of basic public health services.

Introduction
Eliminating health disparities between populations and regions is a fundamental value of national health policies around the world. With the Chinese
government's vigorous promotion of public �nance and livelihood construction, China has basically established a basic public health service system, and
has basically formed a new situation of equalizing basic public health services with "wide coverage, tending to be balanced, and lowering the burden on
individuals", and the problems of insu�cient public �nancial investment and large disparities in regional basic public health services have been initially
solved[]. However, under the requirement of high-quality development, the goal of equalizing basic public health services has not been fully achieved, which
is not only highlighted by the failure of the quality of basic public health to meet the growing needs of residents, but also increasingly highlighted in the
inadequate and uneven supply of quality basic public services within regions and provinces[]. This has not only triggered a series of social problems such
as cross-regional mobility of patients for medical treatment and crowding of quality medical resources, but also a lack of resistance in response to sudden
large-scale public health events. Therefore, it is crucial to solve the imbalance of medical resource allocation in the region and resolve the contradiction
between the supply and demand structure of regional basic public health services in order to achieve equalization of basic public health services[].

On the issue of equalization of basic public health services, academics have made comprehensive or individual useful explorations on the equalization of
key issues of government �nancial input, supply link of service coverage and acceptability, demand-side utilization link and �nal health bene�t outcome
link based on multi-dimensional value criteria such as equity of opportunity, equity of provision, equity of burden and equity of bene�t proposed by
classical theories such as Rawl's theory of justice and welfare economics[][][], focusing on methods such as Gini coe�cient, Theil index, Atkinsom index,
factor analysis method or entropy weight-TOPSIS comprehensive evaluation method[][]. In the face of the unilateral growth in demand for basic public
health services in China, the supply of public services is constrained by the narrowing of �scal space for growth and increasing pressure on public service
expenditures[], and the allocation of health care resources is bound to experience a shift from a focus on regional health care resource input and quantity to
a greater focus on equity and accessibility in the quality of health care services for different groups of people, especially those living in rural and marginal
urban areas. The limited access to health care for people living in rural and marginalised urban areas[].China's government-funded primary health care
centres, rural clinics and township health centres in rural counties and community health centres (stations) in cities are considered key health providers for
disease prevention and control[], but the lack of resources and ineffectiveness of health care in primary health care centres has forced a large number of
patients to travel long distances to high-grade hospitals in urban centres[]. Accessibility to quality healthcare services has become a key indicator of health
equity[] []and it has been shown that improving the capacity of primary care clinics to provide equitable care while providing equal access to quality
healthcare resources for marginalised populations can signi�cantly improve health and healthcare inequalities[][][][].

Chinese scholars have made simulation predictions on the hierarchical diagnosis and treatment system based on the core factors of vigorously developing
the information platform of medical alliances, improving the service capacity of primary care institutions and promoting the sinking of high-quality
medical resources in the context of the national policy of implementing hierarchical diagnosis and treatment (Li ZP et al.[]), and put forward policy
recommendations to promote the development of the hierarchical diagnosis and treatment system by building medical alliances and gradually rationalize
the order of medical treatment.

However, due to the limitations of data and analysis methods, the focus of the studies is limited to the macro level at certain levels (provincial and
municipal), and there is a lack of studies that examine the degree of equalization of medical resource allocation from the micro perspective of residents'
speci�c health care behavior. Meanwhile, traditional studies on health care seeking behavior use statistical methods such as linear regression or
econometric models incorporating spatial factors to focus on linking known predictors to outcomes, failing to adequately consider the multifactorial and
dynamic effects of large combinations of variables in residents' choice behaviors[]. This has led to research into modeling patient trajectories and
identifying patterns of access using interpretable machine learning models that can process complex interactions and nonlinear relationships.
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This study examines public willingness and actual demand in the utilization behavior of basic public health services. Therefore, this study constructs a
heterogeneous graph neural network based on geographic big data of basic public health service utilization behavior of diabetic patients in S, one of the
most economically developed cities in China, focusing on patient willingness and actual demand, medical resources The combined effects of multiple
factors affecting the achievement of parity, such as supply and medical resource utilization, and enhance the quality of supply by improving the service
quality of primary care institutions and promoting the sinking of high-quality medical resources, predict the degree of reduction of long-distance and cross-
regional access behavior for basic public health services, and then achieve the parity of basic public health services within the region. The �nal result is an
effective solution for the government to improve overall and regional medical service capacity, reduce cross-regional patient access, and promote rational
distribution as well as achieving balanced development of medical resources.

Data And Methods

Data
The study included 1.07 million health insurance swipe records from the S-City Health Insurance Agency for the period January to December 2018. These
data include card number, age, gender, nature of household, type of settlement, diagnostic information (text information + ICD code), cost (total cost,
reimbursed cost, out-of-pocket cost), medical institution visited and its level for all card swipers. Our study includes fully de-identi�ed data and is therefore
not considered a human subjects’ study; a formal institutional review board review is not necessary. We collected health insurance swipe records of S-city
in 2018s by using Python version 3.8 to perform the analysis, excluding records with missing diagnostic information and duplicate swipes. Since our
objective was to assess the non-parity of utilization of basic public health services, which was de�ned as the inability of peripheral primary care facilities
to meet their needs turning to distant quality health care resources, patients whose �rst visit was at a level 1 hospital and who had a higher-level hospital
visit were included in the study. In order to avoid the difference in the demand of different diseases on the service capacity of medical institutions, we
selected diabetes as a chronic disease, and screened 144,447 records of diabetic patients according to the combination of ICD-10 (International
Classi�cation of Diseases, Revision 10) and diagnostic text information and distinguished early, middle, and late stage, and de�ned "abnormal glucose
tolerance" as early stage of diabetes, 108,219 records as middle stage of diabetes, and 11226 records as late stage of diabetes with complications after
"diabetes". We de�ned "abnormal glucose tolerance" as early stage of diabetes, with 25002 records, "diabetes" as middle stage of diabetes, with 108219
records, and "diabetes" followed by complications as late stage of diabetes, with 11226 records. We integrated 8761 patients with early diabetes, 14805
patients with middle diabetes, and 2129 patients with late diabetes according to their card numbers to observe the utilization of their medical resources.
Since there is a rigid demand for primary and tertiary hospitals in the early and late stages respectively, and there is more room for choice between primary
and quality medical services within the mid-stage patients, we �nally targeted the study population of 12,266 patients with mid-stage diabetes whose �rst
consultation was at a primary hospital to study their cross-regional referral behavior. The patient selection process is shown in Fig. 1.

Feature Engineering
We constructed virtual variables based on the original data to classify the characteristics in the patient visit record sample into supply-side factors and
demand-side factors. The speci�c indicators included are shown in Table 1. The factors in�uencing patients' choice of medical care behavior can be
summarized as demand-side factors such as socio-demographic characteristics, disease awareness and disease characteristics, economic factors, social
networks, and health insurance; supply-side factors such as the price of medical services, the quality of medical services & the level of medical personnel,
and the convenience of services, as well as the social factors such as population structure (aging), socio-demographic mobility, cultural attitudes, and the
construction of medical service systems. Prediction is achieved by inputting a pre-constructed heterogeneous graph to the graph neural network model.
The heterogeneous graph constructed in this study is a patient access network graph, and the features input to the graph neural network model are divided
into two categories: node information (patient, hospital) and graph structure information (edges), and the features are input to patient nodes, hospital
nodes, and edges connected by patient-hospital, respectively. By aggregating node information and graph structure information, a node representation is
calculated for each node (patient and hospital) as input to the graph neural network link prediction model.

Supply-side factors. The supply of medical resources mainly includes accessibility, service quality, and burden cost. For patient node characteristics
information, the approximate coordinate points of the primary care hospitals most frequently visited by patients are determined, and the distance of the
nearest general hospital (km) is calculated after comparing with the distance of each general hospital to indicate the accessibility of quality medical
resources; the number of times patients receive diabetes patients at the nearest primary care hospital is used to indicate the service quality of the nearby
primary care hospitals; the average cost per patient is used to indicate their burden The average cost per patient indicates the cost of the patient. And for
hospital node features, we will add the geographic coordinates and grade information of the hospital.

Demand-side factors. Factors in�uencing patients' choice of healthcare seeking behavior on the demand side are in�uenced by patient socio-demographic
characteristics, disease awareness & disease characteristics, economic factors, and health insurance. These characteristics will be used as information
input for patient nodes, and we will retain patient sociodemographic characteristics such as gender, age, and household registration, measure health status
using the number of categories of ICD-10 disease codes for patients in 16–18 years, measure patient health importance using their total frequency of
visits, and the percentage of general hospital visits to measure patient preferences for visits such as �nancial situation.

Historical utilization behavior. We will also use the learning of patients' past visit behavior choices as a basis for predicting the occurrence of their
escalation referral behavior. This is mainly achieved by inputting graph structure information (connection relationships and edge weights). The graph
structure information includes both the connection relationships of the nodes in the graph and the visit relationship (edge) characteristics, with the speci�c
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variables being the type of settlement at the time of visit, total amount of cost, coordinated payment, account payment, out-of-pocket payment, out-of-
pocket payment, major medical expense, provider level, and distance between the patient and the hospital.

Table 1
Basic public health service utilization and its in�uencing factors

variable Explanation

Explained variables  

Patient Ambulatory Care Behavior (Y) Is it an escalation referral (yes = 1, no = 0)

Core explanatory variables  

Demand-side factors  

Sociodemographic characteristics(society) Age, household registration (1 = urban, 0 = rural), gender

Patient Health Foundation(health) Degree of disease (early, middle, late), co-morbidity (number of species)

Health emphasis(psychology) Frequency of visits

Supply-side factors  

Price of medical services (price) Primary hospital sub-average cost

Quality of medical services and level of medical staff (support) Number of diabetic patients seen in primary care hospitals

Health care accessibility (geography) Distance to the nearest tertiary hospital (km)

Model Construction
The service capacity of primary hospitals and the spatial accessibility of general hospitals are the main aspects affecting the effect of supply mix
equalization, so we adopt two optimization approaches in different regions, namely improving the service capacity of primary hospitals and resetting the
geographic location of general hospitals, to form a new healthcare resource supply mix as a dataset input to the graph neural network model. To be
speci�c, for the �rst pathway, primary hospitals with below-average volumes were raised to average levels, and the likelihood of patients living near these
primary hospitals going to tertiary hospitals for referral was predicted; For the second pathway, anchor the central location of a long-distance referral
patient, use the geographic coordinates of that center as the location of the new tertiary hospital, and �lter the side of the referral patient whose distance
from the new tertiary hospital is lower than that of the original referral hospital, so that it is connected to the new tertiary hospital (Fig. 2). Our prediction set
is a prediction of the likelihood of a patient going to the original referral hospital after changing the node or edge information. The result is the predicted
probability score of the occurrence of the cross-regional visit, which is expressed as a probability number from 0 to 1. The following �gure shows the path
diagrams for the two prediction tasks.

We use a 7:2:1 ratio to randomly assign the datasets to the training, validation, and test sets. The model was developed using the training set. The
validation set is used to adjust the model hyperparameters (i.e., model con�guration parameters) and to have an initial assessment of the model's
capabilities. The difference between the predicted and true values is calculated by the cross-entropy loss function, and we consider the model to have been
trained to an acceptable level when the prediction error is at a minimum. The trained link prediction model will be used to predict the dataset under two
optimized approaches and �nally output the probability that all patients will visit a speci�c hospital.

We selected �ve graph neural network models for comparative analysis, including the current classical model of graph neural networks, the relational
graph convolutional network (RGCN)[], the classical model of heterogeneous graph neural networks, HetGNN, which formally de�nes for the �rst time a
heterogeneous graph representation learning problem considering both structural heterogeneity of the graph and node content heterogeneity[], and two of
the latest 2020 heterogeneous graph neural network models, HGT[] and CompGCN[], and we selected the model with the best performance based on
evaluation metrics. Our model is implemented in Python via the DGL-based openhegnn toolkit.

ResEthics declarations
Since only de-identi�ed data were used, the Tel-Aviv University review board (IRB) waived off the requirement of informed consent by the patients.
Therefore, the IRB determined that the Chinese Municipal public administrations of Health public dataset used in this study is exempted from an approval.

Patient Cohort Description
For all diabetic patients, primary hospitals accepted 91.5% of early diabetic patients, 88% of middle diabetic patients and 43.9% of late diabetic patients,
and tertiary hospitals mainly saw 21.8% of middle diabetic patients and 56.3% of late diabetic patients, the city's doctor-patient interface fully re�ects the
principle of hierarchical diagnosis and treatment, and It can be said that the structure of the supply system of medical and health resources and the order
of access to medical care in city S are relatively reasonable. However, we also discovered that access to quality healthcare resources is not yet universal,
and there is a large disparity in the accessibility of quality resources for patients living on the urban fringe. About 8% of diabetic patients are ambulatory,
which is a small percentage of the total number of ambulatory patients, however 13% of the total number of intermediate diabetic patients are ambulatory,
10% of the late diabetic patients are ambulatory based on the rigid demand of the disease, and the intermediate diabetic patients are ambulatory most
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likely re�ects the failure of the hospital service supply to meet their needs. Because we focused more on patient escalation visit behavior, we limited our
analysis to 12,276 interim patients who had their �rst visit to a primary hospital in 2018.

For the �nal analyzed cohort of patients who had their �rst visit at the primary level in the medium term (n = 12276), a total of 91159 health insurance
swipe records existed. Approximately 91.37% of these patients (n = 11208) were seen only at the primary level (i.e., no referral to a higher level hospital),
and about 8.63% of patients who were seen at the primary level were also referred to a higher level hospital. Table 2 presents the basic characteristics of
referred and non-referred patients, and the results show signi�cant differences in the demand-side factors of personal socioeconomic characteristics and
medical resource supply factors: referred patients were mainly from district y (89.8%) and district s (8.7%), with a larger proportion of rural household
registration, poorer health base, higher health concern, closer to tertiary hospitals, and slightly poorer level of primary hospitals. We discovered that among
these supply and demand factors, the demand-side factors of household registration and area of residence and the supply-side factors of accessibility to
quality resources and capacity of primary care institutions all involve the allocation of healthcare resources in geographic space, in addition to the factor
of patients' disease perceptions, which provides a preliminary basis for prediction of graph neural networks by optimizing health care resource allocation.

Table 2
Comparison Table of Referred and Non-Referred Patient Statistics

  Referred patients Non-referred patients

Household Registration  

Rural 594(56%) 5180(46.3%)

City 464(43.8%) 6028(53.7%)

Cost of primary care visits    

Average 70.85 71.00

Patient's region    

District of Y 951(89.8%) 9912(88.4%)

District of S 93(8.7%) 1198(10.6%)

District of K 14(1.3%) 98(0.8%)

Health Foundation    

1 54(5.1%) 2490(22.2%)

2 233(22.0%) 3669(32.7%)

3 297(28%) 2644(23.5%)

4 474(44.8%) 2405(21.4%)

Health concerns (number of visits)    

Average 11.44 7.05

Median 6 6

Accessibility of quality medical resources (nearest tertiary hospital)    

Average 5.19 5.50

Median 3.15 4.76

Capacity of primary care institutions (treatment volume)    

Average 928.27 955.23

Median 1025 1025

Based on the above statistical analysis, we present the distribution of all referred patients with Different grades of hospitals on the satellite base map
(shown in Fig. 3). As of 2018, district y, district k and district s under city s are the three major municipal districts, of which district y is the seat of Municipal
Committee,Municipal People's Government and the political, economic and cultural center of the city of S. The residential areas in the main city of S are
located in district Y, northeast of district K and northwest of district S. Combining the area and population density, the primary hospitals are more evenly
distributed near the residential areas, while the tertiary hospitals are mainly concentrated in district Y. The only tertiary hospitals in district K and district S
are located in the center of the more densely populated districts. Therefore, we believe that the distribution of basic medical resources in city s is relatively
balanced, but there are large regional differences in the distribution of high-quality medical resources.

Note
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According to the results of China’s seventh census, the resident population of Y District is 1.02 million, the area under its jurisdiction is 498km², and the
population density is about 2048 people/km²; the resident population of K District is 1.0989 million, the area under its jurisdiction is 1041km², and the
population density is about 1047 people/km²; the resident population of S District is 839,700, the area under its jurisdiction is 1403km², and the population
density is about 592 people/km². The population density is about 592 persons/km².

In order to explore the relationship between regional healthcare resource allocation and patient referrals further, we re�ected the access trajectories of
referred patients in geographic space (Fig. 4) and discovered that patient escalation referrals were concentrated in two quality resource concentrations, one
distributing tertiary hospitals in district y, which received some patients from remote areas in the southern part of the district, district k and district s, and
the other tertiary hospitals in district s, which received mainly referred patients from the district. Patients in region y have escalating referrals that crowd out
quality medical resources, while patients in regions k and s face the challenge of accessing care across regions. We believe that the unequal allocation of
medical resources in city s not only suppresses the space for patients in district y to use primary hospitals, but also causes di�culties for patients in
districts k and s to access quality resources, which must be solved by improving the capacity of primary medical services and sinking quality resources,
respectively.

The distribution of patients received by tertiary hospitals is shown speci�cally in Table 3, which more clearly re�ects the �ow of referrals. s city referral
patients mainly �ow to the district's high-quality medical resource centers: S city people's hospital, S city a�liated hospital of arts and science college, S
city Chinese medicine hospital and gaojiang hospital co. half of s district referral patients �ow to S city people's hospital in Y district and half �ow to s
district people's hospital in this district. Region K is close to region s and dispersed to each tertiary hospital in region S. This provides an empirical basis for
the subsequent study of the implementation plan of supply optimization, i.e., increasing the supply of high-quality resources in district S and improving the
service capacity of primary care institutions in district Y according to each region, respectively.

Table 3
Hospital �ow statistics of referred patients

Hospital Name

Patient's region

K distict S distict Y distict Total

S City People's Hospital 4 41 523 568

S City College of Arts and Science A�liated Hospital 1 3 185 189

S City Chinese Medicine Hospital 2 3 154 159

gaojiang Hospital 0 0 50 50

S District People's Hospital 0 40 2 42

S City No. 2 Hospital 1 0 26 27

S City Centre Hospital 3 0 22 25

S City No. 5 Hospital 1 0 19 20

S City East Hospital 1 0 8 9

Yue Du Hospital, District Y 0 0 9 9

S City No. 7 Hospital 0 0 6 6

No. 2 People's Hospital, District S 0 5 0 5

Rehabilitation Hospital 0 0 3 3

Chinese Medicine Hospital,District K 1 0 2 3

Chinese Medicine Hospital,District S 0 3 0 3

The prediction of Graph neural network
Among the four candidate modeling approaches evaluated(Fig. 5), all three models, HetGNN, CompGCN, and HGT, showed the best prediction performance,
but HetGNN already achieved the best accuracy and loss values on the validation set through only 50 iterations and was therefore considered in the
subsequent analysis. The highest AUC-ROC obtained by these three models for the prediction task in tertiary hospitals were 97.45%, 98.48%, and 98.43%,
respectively.

Geo-visual representation of prediction results

Increase in tertiary hospitals
The distribution of all referral patients and tertiary hospitals in this study is shown in Fig. 6, and we decided to use the center point of the geographical
location of the referral patients in area s as the location of additional tertiary hospitals (red dots) to predict the degree of attenuation of their cross-regional
escalation referral behavior.
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The predicted results of the four models are shown in Fig. 7, with the graphs presenting the likelihood of patients being seen at the additional tertiary
hospital versus the original referral tertiary hospital, with the colors ranging from light to dark (yellow - purple) representing the distribution of the
probability of being seen from low to high. Comparing the four models, it can be seen that, �rst, the predicted results of all four models have a lower
probability of long-distance mobility visit behavior of patients from the southern part of region y and region s to the central tertiary hospital in region y
(yellow lines are obvious). Second, the results of all three models, RGCN, HetGNN, and COMPGCN, showed that the probability of s-region referral patients
being referred in the region's tertiary hospitals remained high, indicating that the addition of new tertiary hospitals resulted in a more signi�cant reduction
in cross-region visits compared to intra-region referrals; while the predicted results of HGT showed that both cross-region mobile visits and intra-region
referrals were substantially reduced.

We assume that edges with a prediction probability of more than 50% exist and are shown on the graph(Fig. 8), and the �ow of visits before and after the
addition of a tertiary hospital is compared, and the prediction effect of each model is plotted below. The results indicate that the cross-regional referral
behavior of patients from area s to the tertiary hospital in area y was signi�cantly reduced before and after the addition of the tertiary hospital, and
patients originally referred to the tertiary hospital in area s were also signi�cantly diverted to the new tertiary hospital.

Improving the capacity of primary hospitals
In addition to cross-regional consultation behavior, there is also a large number of intra-regional referrals, which may be related to differences in the
distribution of medical resources at various levels within the health care delivery system. Therefore, we improve the capacity of primary hospitals in y areas
with below-average number of attendances to predict changes in patients' escalation visit behavior. The primary hospitals that need to improve their
catchment capacity are shown in Fig. 9. The pink dots in the �gure are the primary hospitals that plan to improve their catchment level, the yellow dots are
the tertiary hospitals that refer patients to, and the sides are the referral patient access trajectories.

The predicted results of the four models are shown in Fig. 10, with the graph presenting the probability of patients in the vicinity of low-level primary
hospitals versus still choosing to upgrade their visits after increasing their capacity, with the colors ranging from light to dark (yellow - purple) representing
the probability of visits from low to high. The �gure presents that all four models reduce, to varying degrees, the referral behavior of remote areas in region
y to the center of quality medical resources (yellow and orange lines), however the predicted results of the RGCN, HGT, and COMPGCN models indicate that
the medical center in region y, the People's Hospital of city s, still attracts patient referrals from various remote areas (purple and dark red lines).

Again the edges with predicted probability over 50% are present and displayed on the graph(Fig. 11), and the �ow of visits before and after increasing the
capacity of primary hospitals are compared, and the predicted effects of each model are plotted below. The results presented that intra-regional long-
distance referral behavior of patients in the periphery of the y-zone was signi�cantly reduced before and after improving the capacity of primary care
institutions, but the siphoning effect of regional medical centers was still obvious.

Finally, we conclude that for areas where quality medical resources are scarce, quality resources should be more focus on primary level, and for areas with
su�cient quality resources in the region, the focus should be on improving the capacity of primary care institutions to avoid overcrowding of quality
medical resources and resulting in wasted medical resources. At the same time, we must acknowledge that the authoritative status of an inner-city medical
center will attract a higher number of patient referrals, regardless of the adequacy of the surrounding medical resource supply. Therefore, to achieve the
equalization of regional basic medical services, the key also lies in improving the radiation range of regional medical centers and realizing the
universalization of high-quality medical resources through measures such as medical associations and branch hospitals.

Discussion
An analysis of the hospital-to-patient access network reveals that one of China's most economically developed cities, city S, suffers from a structural
imbalance in the supply and demand of basic medical resources, which seriously hinders the equalization of basic public services. This is the �rst time
that spatio-temporal big data is used to construct a complex network to represent medical supply and demand in geographic space. Earlier approaches at
the regional or city level were unable to explain healthcare seeking behavior across regions due to their limited spatio-temporal scope, and the focus on
individuals in the analysis of factors in�uencing patient-oriented visit behavior may lead to neglecting the issue of healthcare resource supply and demand
allocation being overlooked. Thus, the results of this study provide insight into the equalization of the distribution of basic public health services in China.
This study showed that 10% of patients with intermediate diabetes had mobile quality care seeking behavior, with 8.9% seeking quality care within their
region and 0.87% seeking quality care across regions. Thus, for most patients with intermediate diabetes, their health care needs can be met at primary
care facilities. The remaining one-tenth of patients either have extremely high accessibility to quality healthcare resources or have rigid needs. In addition,
the geographic visualization results of medical resource allocation and patient escalation referral trajectories in city s also con�rm that in the case of
unequal medical resource allocation in city s, the clustering of high-quality resources not only suppresses the utilization space of primary hospitals in the
clustering area, but also causes di�culties for patients in the shortage area to access high-quality resources, which in turn results in an unreasonable trend
of patient mobility for consultation. Finally, we propose two supply optimization measures to improve the capacity of primary care services and sink high-
quality resources for two types of regions, respectively, and the model results prove to signi�cantly reduce patient �ow escalation referral behavior, but the
siphoning effect of regional medical centers remains. In the context of China's basic achievement of full coverage of primary public health services, this
study may help to improve the imbalance in the supply and demand structure of basic public services within regions.

In our study, we focused on health care resource allocation issues and therefore simpli�ed the factors including �nancial or personal factors. Health care
resource allocation factors play an important role in patient access behavior because they are an objective barrier and a prerequisite for utilization
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behavior. Our �ndings suggest that the vast majority of patients' needs are already met in primary care, and that consideration of the supply and demand
characteristics of the small number of patients for whom referrals exist can help achieve a high-quality supply within the region, i.e., an orderly order of
access that balances supply and demand. The graph neural network model, a deep learning model based on spatio-temporal big data, can construct a
heterogeneous network relationship to identify and predict patients' health care resource utilization behavior by learning the characteristics of both patient-
hospital supply and demand and the connection relationship. It is important to note that although the application of deep learning in healthcare tasks is
increasingly becoming a research hotspot, applications are currently focused on clinical image recognition and decision making, and applications for
sociological perspectives on healthcare research are in short supply. One of the main reasons for this is the "black box" nature of neural network models,
where public health decision makers are not only interested in the probability of a behavior occurring (e.g., health care resource utilization), but also need to
understand which variables are causing changes in demand so that they can target policy interventions to potentially avoid the misallocation and
utilization of health care resources altogether. This study proposes a method for the sociological and managerial application of graph neural networks,
predetermining the change factors and viewing the changes in the structure of heterogeneous graphs before and after the changes, which are able to
visualize the effects of policies before and after their implementation. For example, by creating new tertiary hospital nodes and improving the
characteristics of existing primary hospital nodes in a heterogeneous graph, the likelihood of patients' escalating visit behavior across regions is predicted.
In addition, we can iteratively predict the location of new tertiary hospitals and the level of improvement of primary hospitals and compare the predicted
results to show public health policy makers the changes in patient access behavior in the direction of sinking quality resources or the level of improvement
of primary hospitals. Thus, our model can be used as a public health policy decision support tool to help identify the access needs of patients in need of
chronic diseases and potentially inform the optimization of healthcare resource supply and allocation.

Furthermore, although the model in this study is interpretable, it should be emphasized that interpretation is not necessarily causal and that modi�cations
to speci�c features of the heterogeneous map structure do not necessarily result directly in changes in patient care-seeking behavior. Although our model is
transparent and the message passing pattern of the graph neural network model explains how the model makes predictions, the relationships between
changed graph features and patient access behavior should still be considered as correlations, and these relationships may change with the removal of
various features or the addition of new features. Differences in the paradigms by which different graph neural networks understand and learn information
about graph structure and nodes may also lead to differences in prediction results. However, the relationships learned in graph neural network models
appear to be intuitive, and they remain important because they provide new or con�rmed known insights that are not usually available in neural network
models.

In conclusion, this study indicates that graph neural network models can not only be accurate, but also interpretable. Any complex predictive model needs
to build enough trust so that decision makers can interpret and act on the model's decisions, rather than their own intuition or additions. Future work
includes not only validating the model's performance and generalizability on other datasets of medical visit behavior, but also assessing how policy
decision makers interact with the model's interpretability.
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Figure 1

Queue selection �ow chart

Figure 2

Predicted pathways for patient access behavior under the new healthcare resource supply mix
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Figure 3

Distribution of medical resources in city S

Note: According to the results of China’s seventh census, the resident population of Y District is 1.02 million, the area under its jurisdiction is 498km², and
the population density is about 2048 people/km²; the resident population of K District is 1.0989 million, the area under its jurisdiction is 1041km², and the
population density is about 1047 people/km²; the resident population of S District is 839,700, the area under its jurisdiction is 1403km², and the population
density is about 592 people/km². The population density is about 592 persons/km².

Figure 4

Referral patient �ow map in city S

Figure 5

Prediction performance of four graph neural network models
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Figure 6

Diagram showing the �ow of patients referred for care and the new tertiary hospitals

Figure 7

Prediction results of four models after the addition of tertiary hospitals

Figure 8

Before-and-after referral �ow diagram for additional tertiary hospitals
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Figure 9

Schematic diagram of improving the level of primary hospitals

Figure 10

Graph of predicted results of four models after improving the level of primary hospitals

Figure 11

Graph of effectiveness of referral processes before and after improving primary hospital capacity


